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despite the confusion of the battle, its place in the development of the war was clear. a surprise attack in a foggy sea proved impossible to defend, and the japanese were able to withdraw to continue their campaign of attrition against allied forces. kinkaid's decision to attack the island was made on july
15, the day after the japanese commander, admiral kato, had announced he would evacuate the island, and thus was made without regard to any change in the plans of the japanese for the island. the operation was a failure in its initial objective of destroying enemy strength, but it was a success in the
sense that it prevented the allies from reinforcing the island and then provided a beachhead for a future amphibious landing. the japanese action at kiska on july 30, 1942, was a turning point in the aleutians campaign.47 the objective of operation blockade was to destroy the remnants of the japanese

garrison and prevent the defenders from reinforcing the island, which would then enable a landing force to occupy the island. although the operation was successful in its initial objective, it was a failure in that it failed to completely destroy the island's defenders or to prevent their reinforcing the island. it
also prevented the allies from reinforcing the island, which delayed the implementation of operation gambier bay and prevented the allies from seizing the island. but it also had a positive outcome, as it proved to the allies that the japanese would not be able to defend a land-based defense line to the
aleutians. in contrast, the operation enduring freedom (oef) operation led by the united states in afghanistan has been successful in removing the taliban from power and disrupting al-qaedas terrorist network. military operations against the taliban have forced al-qaedas fighters and their supporters to

hide in remote mountainous areas and retreat into pakistan, although some have infiltrated into iran. oef has been successful largely because the taliban are not a cohesive political organization, but a group of warlords and ethnic factions that share a common enemy. these warlords tend to operate
independently of each other and have a greater interest in preserving their own power than in working for the common good of the country. the military operations against the taliban are being conducted by small u.s. military units, which are easier to control and maneuver than the large, well-equipped

forces necessary for an enduring political solution.
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some of the post-war measures may or may not be implemented. the iraq study group is charged with recommending post-war policy options for iraq. these recommendations will most likely include stronger economic sanctions and possible u.s. military intervention. the iraq study group is divided over how to handle iran. supporters of h.res. 180 would continue
containment, perhaps with a more positive attitude. their critics wish to reverse the policy that oil is a strategic asset. another measure, s. 2210 (109th congress), would amend a presidential executive order to permit the u. attorney general to investigate and prosecute torture committed by the cia in violation of law. the truman administration was particularly
concerned with the domestic impact of a nuclear arms race, and made great efforts to prevent a buildup of nuclear weapons in europe. instead, the soviets made major advancements and soon threatened to overrun western europe. germany fell, the war appeared to be over, and the soviets had entered the war. the atomic bomb was needed, and truman soon

ordered the development of the bomb. at a meeting of president truman, prime minister attlee, and president roosevelt on july 23, president truman announced that the u.s. would use the atomic bomb against japan, and advocated that russia and britain be allowed to use them too. it was too late. although developments in northern china, italy, and the philippines
indicated a shift in the soviet union s strategic priorities, all the evidence pointed in the opposite direction. soviet military offensives dominated the eastern front, but the main soviet ground offensive in the west ended without decisive results at the battle of kursk. spurred on by evidence that their armies had the ability to advance into iran and engulf europe, the

red army began a massive attack in august of 1943. soviet forces captured budapest on september 13, 1943. germany and the balkans were now the main front in world war ii. not until the fall of budapest, normandy, and stalingrad would the soviets stand on the edge of western europe. 5ec8ef588b
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